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Quick Summary
● Interpretability

○ Motivation: Interpretability is useful because of limitations with testing models
○ Result:          Natural language explanations near human level but decline in quality for hard data
○ Paper:          “Are Hard Examples also Harder to Explain? A Study with Human and Model-Generated Explanations” 

___________(Saha et al., 2022)

● Fine-grained Control
○ Motivation: We want to fix individual model errors (both factual and moral) over time
○ Result:          Model editing is increasingly useful for fine-grained control but has a long way to go
○ Paper:          “Do Language Models Have Beliefs? Methods for Detecting, Updating, and Visualizing Model Beliefs” 

___________(Hase et al., 2021)

● Controllable Reasoning
○ Motivation: If we verify the reasoning process, we donʼt have to exhaustively test all inputs
○ Result:          Supervising model explanations helps with OOD generalization
○ Paper:          “VisFIS: Visual Feature Importance Supervision with Right-for-the-Right-Reason Objectives” 

___________(Ying et al., 2022)
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.07517.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf
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Controllable Reasoning Supervising Model Explanations



Definitions
● A model is interpretable if we can form accurate beliefs about how it works
● “How it works” = causal chains of events that lead to model outputs
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What Is Uniquely Useful About Interpretability?
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Hypothesis: “Model says action is wrong if there is risk of personal harm”

Three ways to verify this:
1. Prove it formally
2. Test it empirically (get contrastive examples to test model on)
3. Use explanation method to verify the hypothesis



What Is Uniquely Useful About Interpretability?
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(Hase and Bansal, 2020)

https://aclanthology.org/2020.acl-main.491.pdf
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What Is Uniquely Useful About Interpretability?

Three ways to verify our hypothesis:
1. Prove it formally
2. Test it empirically (get contrastive examples to test model on)
3. Use explanation method to verify the hypothesis

(could be easiest method)
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Hypothesis: “Model says action is wrong if there is risk of personal harm”
Explanation: “not advisable…if there is risk of danger to oneself or the other person”

If the explanation accurately reveals causal chain behind model behavior
Then, weʼre done! Could be hard to show



What Is Uniquely Useful About Interpretability?
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Interpretability could also improve empirical testing

Hypothesis: “Model says action is wrong if there is risk of personal harm”
                                                           …if the actor has bad intentions
                                                           …???

Explanation methods could help us discover things we should be testing

        Generate and Verify Hypotheses
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Natural Language Explanations - Background
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“Which of two explanations best 
explains the answer?”

(Wiegreffe et al., 2022)

● Do models produce human-level free-text explanations for textual reasoning tasks?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.08674.pdf


Natural Language Explanations - Background
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Plausibility: Does the explanation sound like it could be valid reasoning?            
(Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020)

- Supports label
- Generalizable reasoning pattern (not ad hoc)

Faithfulness: Does the explanation accurately represent how the model works? 
“how model works” = causal chains of events that lead to model outputs

Plausibility on its own is dangerous
- Model capability to keep track of
- Precondition for faithfulness

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.03685.pdf


Natural Language Explanations - Saha et al., 2022
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“Are Hard Examples also Harder to Explain? A Study with Human and Model-Generated Explanations” 
Swarnadeep Saha, Peter Hase, and Mohit Bansal. 2022. EMNLP

● Do models produce human-level free-text explanations for textual reasoning tasks?
(in terms of plausibility)

Do models explain hard data as well as easy data?

● Hardness measured with minimum-description length metric (Swayamdipta et al., 2020)

● “How long does it take to learn the datapoint?” (for a finetuned model)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.07517.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.07517.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2009.10795.pdf


Natural Language Explanations - Saha et al., 2022
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● Will measure…
○ Grammaticality
○ Label-supportiveness
○ Generalizability

● Using…
○ text-davinci-002
○ k-shot prompting with 

retrieval of similar data
○ MTurk for human eval

● On…
○ WinoGrande data
○ 100 points for each of three 

hardness groups

Human reasoning pattern: “If X is larger than Y, 
then X does not fit in Y.”

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.07517.pdf


Natural Language Explanations - Saha et al., 2022
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.07517.pdf


Natural Language Explanations - Saha et al., 2022
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.07517.pdf


Natural Language Explanations - Conclusion
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Natural language explanations near human level but decline in quality for hard data
…with text-davinci-002 on WinoGrande, according to MTurkers, etc.
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Definitions
● A model is controllable if we can specify certain outputs for certain inputs

○ Specify formally: want probability of Y to be P, subject to some constraints…
○ Specify informally: want model to never output content that harms its readers

● Fine-grained control: we want to fix individual errors as we find them

Hase et al.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_L._Good 3/9/23

What Is Uniquely Useful About Controllability?
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Wrong

Wrong

Wrong

Wrong



What Is Uniquely Useful About Controllability?
● Usual argument goes like…
● Pretraining and finetuning large models over lots of data is expensive
● We can identify errors, but want to avoid re-training
● Want to fix errors one at a time

Hase et al.
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What Is Uniquely Useful About Controllability?
● Usual argument goes like…
● Pretraining and finetuning large models over lots of data is expensive
● We can identify errors, but want to avoid re-training - would this even work?
● Want to fix errors one at a time

Hase et al.
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Model Editing - Background
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(De Cao et al., 2020)

Before Edit After Edit

https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.522.pdf


Model Editing - Background 
● A word on terminology
● Editing = updating = revising
● What are we editing?
● “Fact” and “knowledge” seem awkward if information isnʼt true
● “Belief” feels appropriately weaker
●  Dennett (1995) characterizes a belief as:

Hase et al.
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An informational state decoupled from any motivational state

● This problem has been called belief revision in CS+philosophy since 1979 (Doyle)

https://dl.tufts.edu/concern/pdfs/rj430g708
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA078419.pdf


Model Editing - Hase et al., 2021 
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“Do Language Models Have Beliefs? Methods for Detecting, Updating, and Visualizing Model Beliefs”                                                        
Peter Hase, Mona Diab, Asli Celikyilmaz, Xian Li, Zornitsa Kozareva, Veselin Stoyanov, Mohit Bansal, and Srinivasan Iyer. 2021. EACL

● A few main research questions:

1. How should we evaluate model edits?
2. Can we continually update a model with new beliefs?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf


Model Editing - Hase et al., 2021 
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● How should we evaluate model edits?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf
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● How should we evaluate model edits?
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Model Editing - Hase et al., 2021 
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● How should we evaluate model edits?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf


Model Editing - Hase et al., 2021 
● So what are the methods and how well do they work?
● Can we continually update a model with new beliefs?
● Methods:

1. Edit model weights
2. Persistent memory + retrieval

Hase et al.
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf


Model Editing - Hase et al., 2021 
● Continual belief updating - hypernetwork weight editing on t5-base

Hase et al.
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 # Model Edits

Update Success (Main Input)

85% for 10 edits…

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf


Model Editing - Hase et al., 2021 
● Continual belief updating - hypernetwork weight editing on t5-base
● Want to discuss whatʼs happened since 2021
● But first:

1. Harder to fix errors than to create them
2. Harder to retain performance on local data than random data
3. Harder to generalize to entailed data than paraphrases
4. Updates greatly improve consistency (model was wrong in inconsistent ways)

Hase et al.
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf


Model Editing - Recent Work
● Continual belief updating - MEMIT weight editing on GPT-J (Meng et al., 2022)

Hase et al.
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~= Update Success (Main Input)
Pretty good at 10k

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.07229.pdf


Model Editing - Recent Work
● Continual belief updating - MEMIT weight editing on GPT-J (Meng et al., 2022)
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~= Update Success (Paraphrase)

~90% at 10k

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.07229.pdf


Model Editing - Recent Work
● Continual belief updating - MEMIT weight editing on GPT-J (Meng et al., 2022)
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~= Retain Rate (Neighbor)

~75% at 10k

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.07229.pdf


Model Editing - Recent Work
● Continual belief updating - MEMIT weight editing on GPT-J (Meng et al., 2022)

Hase et al.
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No entailment evaluation

● Entailment is hard to measure
● We adapted data from LeapOfThought (Talmor et al., 2020), but itʼs a little synthetic
● More entailment data: Kassner et al. (2021)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.07229.pdf
http://128.84.4.27/pdf/2006.06609
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2109.14723.pdf


Model Editing - Conclusion
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Model editing is increasingly useful for fine-grained control but has a long way to go
…and needs stronger evals focusing on fixing errors and measuring entailment
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Definitions
● Reasoning refers to “how” the model solves problems
● Controllable means we can constrain the reasoning in specific ways

Hase et al.
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What is Uniquely Useful About Controllable Reasoning?

● We want models to be “right for the right reasons”
● If we verify the model reasoning, we donʼt need to exhaustively test the model

(weʼve seen this argument before)
● If we donʼt like the model reasoning, we want to be able to adjust it!

Hase et al.
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Supervising Model Explanations - Background 
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● We want to specify what features are important for a task

● This is a problem at the intersection of interpretability and control
● Stacey et al. (2021) supervise attention weights
● Zaidan et al. (2007) add an additional SVM objective

(Stacey et al., 2021)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.08142.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/N07-1033.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.08142.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
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“VisFIS: Visual Feature Importance Supervision with Right-for-the-Right-Reason Objectives”  
Zhuofan Ying,* Peter Hase,* and Mohit Bansal. 2022. NeurIPS

● We will do this for Visual Question Answering:

Input Image Human Explanation

Question: What color are the catʼs eyes?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
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● How can we get models to rely on human-selected features?
○ Given pixel-level highlights that are image-specific (binarized for simplicity)

● Two main ideas:

1. Use human explanations for guiding data augmentation
2. Align model feature explanations with human feature explanations

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
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Question: What is the man swinging?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
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Sufficiency

Question: What is the man swinging?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
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Sufficiency Uncertainty

Question: What is the man swinging?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
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Sufficiency Uncertainty Invariance

Question: What is the man swinging?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
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Sufficiency Uncertainty Invariance Alignment

Question: What is the man swinging?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
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● Train with four extra objectives:

1. Use human explanations for guiding data augmentation
Sufficiency + Uncertainty

2. Align model feature explanations with human feature explanations
Invariance + Alignment

● Call this Visual Feature Importance Supervision, VisFIS
● Skipping lots of model + data details…

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
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Hase et al.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
● Are models correct because of good reasoning?
● We check whether plausibility (model-human agreement) correlates with accuracy

○ Grouped by explanation faithfulness, measured by input ablation metrics
○ We have these metrics for every datapoint

● Want to show: if explanations are faithful, then plausibility correlates with accuracy

55

Hase et al.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Ying et al., 2022  
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Hase et al.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf


Supervising Model Explanations - Conclusion

Hase et al.
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Supervising model explanations helps with OOD generalization
…likely due to improved agreement with good (human) explanations!
(very related to recent work on Chain-of-Thought and question decomposition)



Final Summary
● Interpretability

○ Motivation: Interpretability is useful because of limitations with testing models
○ Result:          Natural language explanations near human level but decline in quality for hard data

● Fine-grained Control
○ Motivation: We want to fix individual model errors (both factual and moral) over time
○ Result:          Model editing is increasingly useful for fine-grained control but has a long way to go

● Controllable Reasoning
○ Motivation: If we verify the reasoning process, we donʼt have to exhaustively test model outputs
○ Result:          Supervising model explanations helps with OOD generalization

Hase et al.
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(Additional) Papers By Area
● Interpretability

○ Are Hard Examples also Harder to Explain? A Study with Human and Model-Generated Explanations      __________ 
(Saha et al., 2022)

○ Evaluating Explainable AI: Which Algorithmic Explanations Help Users Predict Model Behavior? 
(Hase and Bansal, 2020)

● Fine-grained Control
○ Do Language Models Have Beliefs? Methods for Detecting, Updating, and Visualizing Model Beliefs

(Hase et al., 2021)
○ Does Localization Inform Editing? Surprising Differences in Causality-Based Localization vs. Knowledge Editing in 

Language Models
(Hase et al., 2023)

● Controllable Reasoning
○ VisFIS: Visual Feature Importance Supervision with Right-for-the-Right-Reason Objectives

(Ying et al., 2022)
○ Summarization Programs: Interpretable Abstractive Summarization with Neural Modular Trees                                            

(Saha et al., 2022)

Hase et al.
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.07517.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.01831.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.04213.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.11212.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2209.10492.pdf


Thank You!
PDFs + code: https://peterbhase.github.io/research/ 

Contact Info:
Peter Hase, UNC Chapel Hill
peter@cs.unc.edu
https://peterbhase.github.io  
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https://peterbhase.github.io/research/
https://peterbhase.github.io
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Future Directions - Interpretability
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The explanation method accurately reveals causal chain behind model behavior
More on this now!

How do we verify that an explanation method does this?



Faithful Natural Language Explanations
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Faithful Natural Language Explanations
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Faithful Natural Language Explanations
● Change inputs along features suggested by the explanation
● If explanation correctly tells us how model behavior will change…

…the explanation is accurately reporting the cause of the behavior
(known as simulatability)

● If this works across many explanations…
…we build up confidence that explanations can replace the testing weʼre doing
(we say the explanations are faithful)

● But – we should pay special attention to worst case scenarios
● When does an explanation method suddenly fail?

Hase et al.
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Non-idealized Belief Revision
● So this is an old problem (Doyle, 1979), but LMs might require new treatment

○ Do LMs have a single set of beliefs?
○ Want complete corrigibility (i.e. complete deference to updates)
○ Models can express uncertainty in language or via probabilities

● Non-idealized belief revision
○ LMs not logically omniscient
○ Limited compute applied to belief updates

● Outstanding problems
○ Problem of priors in Bayesianism (Raven paradox)
○ Problems in counterfactual semantics (semantic puzzles)

Hase et al.
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https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA078419.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raven_paradox#:~:text=(1)%20All%20ravens%20are%20black,it%20is%20not%20a%20raven.
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/counterfactuals/#SemaPuzz


Supervising Model Explanations - Recent Work
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● Binary annotations over words/objects are quite limited
● Would be nice to control:

1. The role of higher level concepts, relations between concepts
2. How a system decomposes a problem into smaller steps
3. How a system reasons over intermediate conclusions

● Show Your Work: Scratchpads For Intermediate Computation With Language Models                          
(Nye et al., 2021)

● Chain-of-Thought Prompting Elicits Reasoning in Large Language Models                                                  
(Wei et al., 2022)

● Decomposed Prompting: A Modular Approach for Solving Complex Tasks                                                 
(Khot et al., 2022)

● Iterated Decomposition: Improving Science Q&A By Supervising Reasoning Process                         
(Reppert et al., 2023)

● Faithful Chain-of-Thought Reasoning                                                                                                                             
(Lyu et al., 2023)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.00114.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.11903.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.02406.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.01751.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.13379.pdf


Final Summary
● Interpretability

○ Motivation: Interpretability is useful because of limitations with testing models
○ Result:          Natural language explanations near human level but decline in quality for hard data

● Fine-grained Control
○ Motivation: We want to fix individual model errors (both factual and moral) over time
○ Result:          Model editing is increasingly useful for fine-grained control but has a long way to go

● Controllable Reasoning
○ Motivation: If we verify the reasoning process, we donʼt have to exhaustively test model outputs
○ Result:          Supervising model explanations helps with OOD generalization

● Future Directions
○ Language models should give faithful natural language explanations
○ Language models should do belief revision well

Hase et al.
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What Is Uniquely Useful About Controllability?
● People revise factual and moral beliefs over time
● Factual: X happened
● Moral: Doing X is wrong
● Models could learn from a continual stream of desired factual & moral statements

Hase et al.
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If we knew what these looked like, agreed on 
them, could reliably produce them, etc…



(Hase et al., 2021)

Model Editing

Hase et al.
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(Meng et al., 2022)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2202.05262.pdf


Some Disclaimers
● Going to focus on mainly technical rather than sociotechnical problems
● Thereʼs a ton of terminology in this space
● Clarifying questions good, letʼs save discussion for the end

Hase et al.
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Model Editing - Hase et al., 2021 

Hase et al.
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.13654.pdf

